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EPC or Energy Performance Certificate is stemmed from the states of Wales and England of UK.
Made prevalent from 2007 onwards, the certificate is a part of the Home Info Pack of UK that is
necessitated for all premises located in the United Kingdom with more than four bedrooms. The
certificates offer exhaustive info on measures that can be adopted to make a house fully energy
efficient. Aside, it also teaches the householders to reduce the carbon emission per home in UK,
which indirectly aids the â€œGreen Agenda.â€• The government of United Kingdom has made it a rule for
every housing premise, sold, bought or rented to have an EPC with its current owner. 

Energy Performance Certificate contains various info on the present status and possibilities of the
electricity usage of a house. EPCs contain info about the energy usage status of the concerned
homes and the carbon emission rate. The ratings that are laid out on the report also contain
suggestions that can be employed by the house owners to decrease energy consumption. To aid
conservation, the reports contain precise figures that signify what your house is capable of
achieving. The potential figures printed on an EPC in respect of a particular home are calculated by
estimating the units of consumption and release if the given measures are adopted. 

Every EPC features a rating for the concerned homes to symbolize the energy efficiency of the
home. Grades from A to G are given, based upon the records collected. A rating stands for efficient
while G stands for least efficient. The average rating received by most homes of UK are a generous
D that is neither too efficient, nor too over-spending. The calculations for measurement remain the
same for all homes, so that comparison can be made between different properties. An Energy
Performance Certificate is issued by an accredited domestic energy assessor. This particular effort
has been made to check the electricity usage and carbon emission volume of every UK house. 

The reason for the sudden scrutiny is because, it has been discovered that a substantial 27% of the
carbon di-oxide in the air comes from the domesticities of UK. Unregulated carbon release has
resulted to undesirable climatic changes in UK. So, if you are concerned about your nation and
fellow citizens, then you should try your best to implement the recommendations offered by the
EPC. The advices are as simple as installation of loft insulation, use of energy star rated appliances,
energy-efficient light fittings, curbing of habits, etc.  

A little effort from your side following the Energy Performance Certificate can leave the nation much
cleaner, green and pollution-free. You should remember that every unit of power burnt will lead to
birth of a unit of carbon that is a strong contributing factor to environmental pollution and global
warming.
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Maryparker - About Author:
Do you want an evaluation of the energy efficiency of your home for an a EPC? We are an Internet-
based resource offering a Energy Performance Certificate at reasonable rates.
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